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history, as well as his return to the company.
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1. Hylite
Lotus Lamp
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available in 20W, 30W, 40W, 60W, 80W and 100W options. The 20W and 30W share the
same chassis and will retroﬁt into the PAR46 Can. The 40W and 60W share the same
chassis and will retroﬁt into the PAR56 Can. The 80W and 100W share the same chassis
and will also mount into the PAR64 Can.
The HyLite LED Lotus Lamps feature excellent optics for increased visibility and low
power consumption. It is available in multiple beam angles: 150, 250, 400 and 1,200 for
ideal light distribution. With lamp life of up to 60,000 hours, HyLite LED Lotus Lamps
signiﬁcantly reduce energy consumption and re-lamping, maintenance, and disposal
costs.
The Lotus Lamp has dimmable and non-dimming options. All non-dimming Lotus Lamps
have an internal 100-277VAC driver. The dimming Lotus Lamps have one of two style
dimming devices. The 20W, 30W and 40W Lotus Lamps have a 120VAC integrated driver
with a Triac based dimming system. The 60W, 80W & 100W Lotus Lamps have a 100277VAC external driver with a 0-10V dimming system.
www.hyliteledlighting.com

2. NEXT-proaudio
i Series
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dome tweeter, the i6, a six-inch low frequency driver with a one-inch high frequency
driver, and the i8 composed by an eight-inch low frequency transducer with a one-inch
driver.
The loudspeakers are housed in a stylish weatherproof plastic cabinet (IP65), designed
for indoor and outdoor applications. The i Series loudspeakers have a four-positions
Phoenix connector located on the back plate. The screw connector provides a faster and
easy way to wire the system allowing the loudspeaker to perfectly ﬁt the wall shape.
This loudspeaker is an ideal solution for PA applications. For even greater versatility,
the whole series’ loudspeakers can be used at 100V or 16 ohms. In high-impedance
(100V) operation, a multi tap transformer is available with three different taps to be used
according to the pretended 100V power and impedance needed.
www.next-proaudio.com

3. Prolight Concepts
Fury Series
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further by adding these powerful ﬁxtures to the mix. The IP rated Fury Series are available
in either two or four cell versions and come loaded with 90W COB LEDs, providing intense
tungsten emulation. This provides the designer with a ‘hybrid’ blinder and strobe unit in
one ﬁxture, with the added RGB backlight feature giving no end of possibilities for both
indoor and outdoor installations, stage, theatre, live or touring applications.
These IP65 multi-use ﬁxtures have a robust housing that meets the demands of the
touring and rental markets, whilst still looking super sleek. Each LED pod has a 50° beam
angle and the angle of each pod can be manually adjusted thanks to its protractor style
markings giving accuracy and ease.
www.prolight.co.uk

4. Tasker
C728, TSK1038, T42, TR11, C725, C862
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TSK1038 is a single pair DMX with a two by 0.35 mm² section and braided tinned copper
shielding. The C862 is consists of two by 0.35 mm² with the addition of Kevlar traction
inner elements.
The second series is for video broadcast transmission and involves the T42 PUR and
TR11 PUR. The T42 PUR is a coaxial HDSDI with a stranded conductor and tinned copper
double braid, allowing a 12GSDI signal transmission of up to 70-metres or 3GSDI up to
100-metres. TR11 PUR is a triaxial cable with a stranded silver-plated copper conductor
and double braid. These two solutions are assembled with Schill GTS0 and GTRM Series
cable drums.
The last series comprises of tasker C725 PUR, C728 PUR e C726 PUR. The ﬁrst one is
a Cat.5e S.-U.T.P. 26/19 AWG with braided shielding and double sheath, perfect for
communications on the DANTE protocol. The second is a Cat.6A S.-F.T.P. 24/7 AWG with
single shielded pairs of aluminium foil, tinned copper and double sheath; ideal for video
transmission on the HD-BASET protocol. The C726 PUR is a Cat.7 F.T.P. 26/7 AWG with
single shielded pairs of aluminum foil and tinned copper braid, perfect for the typical data
centre’s high connection speed.
www.tasker.it
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